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srdePldnanMP ilnstadneM 
wPL 2014 - 2015 

College of law 

awarded the bachelor of education degree in law  with(good) grade 

and final average marks is(78.13%) for the four studying years. her 

rank is (1) of (362) graduates. and rating: The first sequence. 
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srdePldnanMP ilnstadneM  tltaPn datonPneM Graduation year 

College   o wPL  

arenno nPL 

2019-2020 eatonPnnaPen l 

Public finance 

Average and grade: the first sequence on the batch with   

  (good)grade and final average marks is (79.30%). 
 

 



 
 
 

 

eontlenono tsatantlotd Pls otaenonoPetd 
 

1- The scientific title : Assistant Teacher  

 

2- tjguatSstSejbuS 

- efotrotrr rteHr s rarteHr footrotsiH. 

- Public Finance and Financial Legislation / Phase two. 

 

3- Positions held: Graduate Course 

 

4- hjgaesua tbasaebtu 

- The effectiveness of drafting tax texts on tax certainty (research 

published inside Iraq) . 

- Failure to identify the judiciary competent to hear tax disputes as a 

symptom of the achievement of judicial security – a research delivered 

at an Algerian conference (under publication) . 

- . Legal security between the principles of justice and tax equality 

(research published inside Iraq). 

The impact of tax policy on meeting the economic requirements of 

sustainable development (under publication). 

5- sean Hes dleH:  

- A scientific seminar held at the University of Mustansiriyah Faculty 

of Law under the title "Paris Club and Scheduling of Government 

Debts". 

- A scientific seminar held at Mustansiriyah University Faculty of Law 

under the title "The role of women in rationalizing public 

expenditures". 

- A scientific seminar held at the University of Mustansiriyah Faculty of 

Law under the title "The constitutionality of the inclusion of tax texts 

in the laws of public budgets". 

 



 
 
 

- A scientific seminar held at Mustansiriyah University Faculty of Law 

under the title "The impact of the Corona pandemic on tax 

revenues". 

- A scientific seminar held at the University of Mustansiriyah Faculty of 

Law under the title "The draft law against domestic violence between 

reality and hope". 

- A scientific symposium held at the College of Law - Al-Mustansiriya 

University under the title "The position of the Constitution of the 

Republic of Iraq on the fair distribution of public expenditures". 

 

6- Obtaining many certificates of participation in scientific seminars 

outside Iraq. 

 

 

 

 

 

  


